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Diversifying Your
Courseload as a
Academic Advisor for the College of Science and Society, stated otherwise; that is, for pre-medical students, "It
does not matter what you major in." Barnett described
It comes every semester, the time when SBU stu- a general trend that he has noticed in statistics over the
dents dust off their undergraduate bulletins and select past several years where students who have stayed farther
courses for the following semester. Students must fill away from taking too many hard science courses tended
the requirements of the SBU diversified education
curriculum (DEC) as well as the requirements of
their particular major or concentration of study.
Pre-medical students know all too well the four
core course requirements for applying to medical
school: two years of chemistry (inorganic and
organic), one year of biology, physics, and mathematics. Without delving much into the relative
difficulty of these requirements, it must be stated
that students who choose to go into other health
*
professions (nursing, occupational therapy, physician's assistant, etc.), have much more structured
curricula. Nursing students, for example, have to
spend their first two years on West campus (the
university), and the subsequent two years on East
campus (the hospital). Pre-medical students, having satis- to fare better in the medical school admissions process.
fied the core requirements, have the flexibility of taking Although this was only a trend, Barnett remarked that
whichever courses they want, in whichever department the trend only corroborated his own belief that students
failed to realize the importance of classes that transcend
they desire.
At first, the structure of the system does not seem logi- the boundaries between departments, classes that allow
cal or practical. Students who choose to be pre-med often students to expand their horizons and truly understand
also feel the need to major in a science to "look good" for the goals of a certain profession, in this case the medical
medical school admissions committees. Jeffrey Barnett, profession. Baruett commented, "[As is the case for preBy SuRAJ

RAMBHIA
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-

medical students], there are multiple avenues to reach the
end goal. Medical schools are looking for diversification,
how you are different from the norm."
In supporting his belief, Barnett referred to a study
that showed patients who listened to music while on the
operating table tended to respond to pain better. Many
of these people who received music therapy did
not require anesthesia. Certainly, the argument
can be made that if one takes classes outside of
one's chosen major, one has the ability to tackle
problems from different angles, to become innovative and creative. Barnett cited one class, PHI
376 (Philosophy and Medicine), which he actually took when he was an undergraduate student a
SBU. PHI 376, part of the philosophy department,
is taught by Professor Michael Simon, a man who
Barnett describes as "fascinating." Observing
Simon's qualifications, B.S. in Chemistry, M.S. in
Biochemistry, Ph.D. in Philosophy and J.D. Law
Degree, Barnett further supported his statement
in recommending that people take PHI 376 as it
teaches students, especially pre-medical students, about
the legal and ethical aspects of the medical field.
Barnett further stated his strong belief that pre-medical students who think that science courses should be held
paramount often lose site of the humanistic aspects of
the profession. By taking classes like PSY 230 (Survey
in Abnormal and Clinical Psychology), students can
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$1.4 Million in New Equipment
Stony Brook University recently received $1.4 million
in new equipment from Anorad Corporation, a division of
Rockwell Automation, for use in the new Mechatronics
laboratory, a facility designed for research pertaining to
automation and control systems. In addition to research,.
the facility will be the site of undergraduate and graduate
courses discussing robotics, automation, and control.

Stony Brook Expands
Stony Brook University is currently in the process
of finalizing plans to develop Long Island University's
Southampton campus, recently acquired after negotiations
in which a price of $35 million was agreed upon. The
agreement currently awaits confirmation by the SUNY
Board of Trustees, which should occur this month.
According to the university website, programs situated on the Southampton campus's 81 acres would center

on "academic programs related to the environment and
sustainability," in addition to the already-incorporated
Marine Sciences programs. An admittedly optimistic
deadline for the commencement of operations has been
set for Fall 2006.
Additionally, SBU has asserted its claim to a 246-acre
property (known as Flowerfield) owned by the Gyrodyne
Company of America, a designer and manufacturer of
helicopters for the U.S. military. There, the university
plans to develop extensive research facilities in addition
to a "Center for Excellence in Wireless and Information
Technology," which will place an emphasis on security
research and wireless networking. Funded by a substantial $50 million allocation from a 2001 gubernatorial initiative (New York State's Centers of Excellence
program), construction is planned to commence in 2006,
with a projected completion date in 2008.
A number of obstacles may slow development of the
Flowerfield property. SBU, when approaching Gyrodyne,
presented the company with the option of either acquiescing to a presented offer or having its lands appropriated
by way of eminent domain, through the university's assertion of its status as a state institution. The presented

offer falls short of Gyrodyne's expectations, and talks
have broken down. Additionally, the recently recognized
Shinnecock Indian Nation contends that Flowerfield falls
within the bounds of its tribal lands, further hampering
SBU's efforts.

New Appointees in School of Medicine
Recently, new appointees were named to fill top
leadership positions within the SBU School of Medicine
and University Hospital.
Dr. Richard N. Fine, an acclaimed pediatric nephrologist, the chair of the Department of Pediatrics at the
SBU Hospital and the President of the American Society
of Transplantation, was named the Dean of the School
of Medicine.
Fine has been a member of the Stony Brook community for 14 years. John Gallagher, known as the principal
architect of the North Shore-LIJ health system's rapid
growth, has been appointed the CEO and Interim Director
of the University Hospital. Well regarded on Long Island,
Gallagher has been recognized by a Newsday editorial
as being an excellent choice for the post.
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Student Forecast: Nov -Nov3
Monday:
High 63/Low 42
Mostly cloudy but
warm, possible nighttime showers

Tuesday::
High 54/Low 50
Overcast with on and
off showers through
the day, possible fog

Wednesday:
High 56/Low 39
Morning fog bringing in a cloudy day,
rain most likely in the
afternoon

Thursday:
High 49/Low 34
Clearing skies by the
afternoon bringing
back the sun

y Pritta Merwin

Friday:
High 62/Low 47
Cold and clear, a slight
chance of a cold rain
shower overnight

Saturday:
High 63/Low 46
Cold and partly cloudy,
another chance of a
chold shower overnight

Sunday:
High 47/Low 33
Sun and clouds
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Marijuana
In the West Apartments, unlawful possession
of marijuana was reported on 11-8-05 at 11:06
PM.

Harassment
A library employee verbally harassed a supervisor on 11-8-05 at 4:43 PM. In Hand College,

:::

on 11-8-05 at 7:04 PM, an incident of harassment was reported involving a student and her
roommate's boyfriend.

PM. In an office in the Humanities building, petit
larceny of a VCR/DVD Player was reported on 118-05 at 1:17 PM.

Thefts

Lost and Found

Larceny of a parking permit was reported at the
Old H Lot on 11-8-05 at 8:12 AM. Petit larceny
of $80 was reported in the Long Island State
Veterans Home (LISVH) on 11-8-05 at 12:15

In the LISVH, a bracelet and pinky ring were
reportedly lost on 11-8-05 at 3:17 PM. On 11-8-05,
at 10:31 PM, a purse was found in the University
Hospital.
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Receive 10% drop-off service
Same-day service!
Hit the mall, see a movie, eat lunch!
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Wash to Win!

Monthly $100 cash drawings!

Hugh Roth
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Non-Fiction * Memoir * Papers * Scholarly Articles *
Application Essays * RFPs * Grant Proposals *
Computer Training Manuals
1832 Elsie Avenue
Office: (516).771-2901
Merrick, NY 11566
Cell: (516) 313-2592
Fiction
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Watch and Wash
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New movies shown on Saturdays!
9 am, 11 am, 3 pm, 5 pm
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I have been alive for 8 weeks.
C\

* After' 18 days, you could hear my heart beat.
* After 40 days, you could measure my brainwaves.
* After 45 days, I felt pain and responded to touch.

Please choose life for me.
Alternatives to Abortion.
Free pregnancy testing, information, counseling and assistance.
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Call 243-2373, 554-4144 or 1-800-550-4900
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Need to Talk?
Call RESPONSE Hotline

631-751-7500
Free telephone support & referrals
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www.responsehotline. org

Free Coffee and Punkin Ponuts
Saturday and Sundays
6am - 10 am

a)

help@fixyerstuff.com

(from SBU campus phone, dial 2-HOPE)
Value Cards!
10 Washes = 1 Free Wash
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Stay & Wash
Free small wash
with any larger wash
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Students, Faculty, & Staff!

Prop-Services
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Editing and Profreading

Stony Brook University
Show University 10
to receive great discounts!
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A weekly
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oigins of our Alma Mater

The Edifice Complex: ALook at low
and Why ur Buildinis Were Named
BY Rosa SCAVUZZO
Staff Writer

Every day, close to 16,000 people walk through the
campus, going from class to class, from dining hall to dormitory. When a friend says, "I'll meet you at Javits," there is
an understanding to meet at the old, Star Wars-esque lecture
hall at the center of campus. When, on a Thursday night, you
hear about a party in Roosevelt, you know where to go.
Building names are a part of all campuses and are key
indicators of classrooms, residence halls and stadiums
across the nation. However, if you were to ask a resident
to tell you a little about the person for whom their hall was
named, or why their stadium is named after a state senator,
most would just shrug.
According to Stony Brook Historian Joel Rosenthal,
there is a Stony Brook rule that dorms should be "named for
people who were New Yorkers, dead usually and not terribly
political" to avoid controversy. Because the University was
relatively new and did not have a long list of Stony Brook
philanthropists, a list of famous New Yorkers was sifted
through in the desire to give character to the campus.
After the naming and dedications were complete, some
students were unhappy or bored with their individual littleknown New York Hero. For example, Roth Quad's Hendrix
College was not always named as such. The original name
of the dormitory was Joseph Henry College, for a B-figure,
19th century pioneer in the area of Physics. "The kids never
heard of him and didn't care," said Rosenthal, who was
master of the dormitory (similar to a Hall Director) at that
time. "It turned out that Jimi Hendrix, who of course was
a great culture hero and played here twice, had the same
initials. So they started pushing the idea."
The administration was understandably not crazy about
the idea, considering that they had been so careful to choose
individuals that were not particularly controversial. "He was
disrespectful and clearly on drugs," said Rosenthal. "When
he came and played here, I was told a rumor that the clouds
of marijuana smoke were so thick they rolled over the residential areas for three days after the concert." This was not
the kind of figure that the Administration wanted to name
any building after. "But he died and he was a culture hero
and his Star Spangled banner is one of the great pieces of
20th Century music," said Rosenthal. "So it stuck."
There was also some talk around that time to rename a
college fot one of the Marx brothers (Harpo or Groucho)
although that idea never really stuck.
One bold decision was in the naming of Eleanor Roosevelt Quad. She was very controversial in her lifetime, and
while her progress is seen as quite respectable today, back
then many people hated her. "Eleanor Roosevelt, though she
wasn't about to run for office, was much more radical and
much more outspoken [than her husband]," said Rosenthal.
"She spoke up for racial integration at a time when Franklin
Roosevelt didn't much care."
G and H Quads were simplyAlbany designations for the
buildings. Only relatively recently was G Quad changed to
Mendelsohn, not for the famous composer, but for Harold
Mendelsohn, a popular dormitory administrator who died

The Jacob K. Javits Lecture Hall, named for the senator, during its construction.
of a heart attack while jogging on campus. There has not
been much talk as of yet to change the name of H Quad to
honor any individual.
Other quad names are known for the construction and.
design companies including Roth, Tabler and Kelly. The
West Apartments were named because they are the Westmost buildings on campus.
Every university hopes that somebody will give them
big money, wanting a building named after them. It is hard,
however, for a state university to accomplish this because
manypeople feel that what the state funds provide is enough
for the buildings. "Private universities pride themselves
on starting from a few men of vision who go out and raise
money for their big idea," said Rosenthal. It makes sense
that there is, then, a greater tradition of giving at those
institutions.
In Stony Brook's case, as in most public schools, there
are great attempts to reach out to important figures in the
state who may donate some extra money to complete the
building projects. It is quite understandable that the Main
Library was named for Frank Melville, given that his son
Ward gave us the land for the campus.
However, when the SBS building was renamed for Ward
Melville nearly ten years after it was built, it seems there
were ulterior motives. "The renaming was done while Dorothy Melville was in her late 80's," said Rosenthal. "When
she died several years later, she left nothing for us in her
will." It seems that this last effort to suck up was not taken
very well, especially considering the fact that the Melvilles
lost their affection for the campus once we started building
it. "They wanted some small, liberal arts college for gentle-

Courtesy of Charles Billet

men and gentlewomen," said Rosenthal. "They thought the
architecture was hideous, and I don't think they liked the
social composition."
Naming the lecture center after Jacob Javits was apolitical move. "We were sucking up to him," said Rosenthal. "He
was a very popular senator for many years. Both liberals
and Republicans voted for him. He didn't have much, so he
gave us his papers and desk." While not the sort of response
Stony Brook would have liked, it is still an honor to hold r
his papers in special collections and his desk in the Javits
-IV)
Room by the Academic Advising Center.
One of the most recent additions to our campus is the
Kenneth P. LaValle Stadium. As our state senator for the
last 25 years or so, he has done much to promote Stony
Brook and push for funding. "He loves us. We love him,"
O
said Rosenthal. It is understandable that after pushing for
the stadium to be in the budget, we named it for him. "We
have no football hero; no locals. So naming it for our state
senator who got it for us seems like a reasonable choice." O
While Stony Brook is still a very young university,
taking a look at some of the building names can help us
understand our history a bit better. While our dormitories 0
are named for many New York unknowns, our academic 0
buildings are beginning to reflect some of the people who LA
have contributed to the university directly. In the future,
we should look to naming our buildings after individuals
who have left a legacy at Stony Brook and have developed
it into what it has become today. While sucking up may get
us a few extra dollars, it is also important to recognize our
past and begin to build a tradition of respect and nostalgia
for our university's humble beginnings.
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EDITORIAL

Seawo ves Starting to
Reach Teir Potential
It is a great day when we can say that our.
sports teams are bringing in the major wins
and putting Stony Brook on the map. We just
won our first ever America East Men's Soccer
Championship, and a place in the winner's
circle of the NEC title in football in our last
home game of the season. As a school known
for its sciences and research, this marks a
great step forward in perpetuating a more
complete image of the university. Having
a firm place in academia is important, but
getting students to be proud of the university
they attend is essential.
There is no doubt that major sport wins
will help with our lackluster school spirit.
Whether you like it or not, the amount of
school spirit a university has is directly tied
with how good its teams are. These recent

victories have people talking, making them
proud to wear sweatshirts with the Seawolves
logo on them. People at universities with
robust athletics take great pride in cheering
their teams on. In years past, and even in this
season, we have attracted a minute percentage of the student body to our games, almost
to the point of embarrassment. These wins
bring us a step closer to packing the bleachers, something that is a top priority for the
Athletics department.
A few things make the recent football
victory stand out in particular. First, it puts.
us in a tie for first place in the NEC race, a
good accomplishment for any university.
On a more sentimental note, this was the
last home game for long-time football coach
Sam Kornhauser. It's a great accomplishment

to end a lengthy career on such a high note.
We have come a long way since the coach
took the reins nearly 22 years ago, and for
that we are grateful. Football is a staple of
any university, and the quality of the team
is often considered a benchmark of student
involvement. Winning titles like this only
helps our cause.
We should look forward from this point
to more attention being placed on our teams.
The university needs to replace Kornhauser
appropriately, with a top-notch coach who
will continue to make us competitive in Division I. In five years, people will look back
and hopefully see the past few seasons as a
turning point for Stony Brook, reaching a
level of athletic competitiveness that rivals
"real" universities.
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examine theoretical aspects as well as current
research in the area of psychological disorders. This course also earns students a DEC F
requirement. Another class that Barnett cited,
PSY 250 (Survey in Biopsychology), also a
DEC F filler, allows students to examine the
neural basis of sensory pathways from the
angle of a psychologist rather than a neurologist, as one would expect from a course like
BIO 203 (Cellular and Organ Physiology).
Other classes that are suggested include SOC
200 (Medicine and Society), WST 340 (Sociology of Human Reproduction) and WST
381 (AIDS, Race and Gender in the Black
Community).
These are, by far, only a small subset of
classes that can be of interest of to pre-medi-cal students. One can observe that the courses
recommended are diversified in various
subject areas, from philosophy, to sociology,
to women's studies and psychology. At the
same time, however, these classes do focus
themselves on certain aspects of the medical profession, aspects that would certainly
be of interest to pre-medical students who
want to truly understand the nature of the
profession.
Barnett strongly encouraged joining
AIDS peer education, a group where students
are able to teach each other in groups, allow-

ing students not only to gain an understanding of issues concerning the global AIDS
epidemic and AIDS prevention, but also
giving students an opportunity to gain skills
in communication and teaching with other
students. Pre-medical students who wish to
become pediatricians may want to consider
getting a minor in Child and Family Studies which, Barnett commented, is a popular
minor on campus.
To sum up his recommendations, Barnett.
simply stated that pre-medical students,
when selecting their courses in the upcoming weeks, need to "find something that is
meaningful to you." He continued, "Taking courses in anatomy and physiology are
meaningless if it doesn't have any value to
you." That is, if one cannot understand the
overall implications, the reasons for studying anatomy and physiology, or biology, or
chemistry, or physics for that matter, one
will not understand the purpose of his or her
chosen profession, and as a result, taking
the "hard science" classes will seem burdensome, like bundles of coal weighing heavily
on one's back. By diversifying one's education, by sparking one's interest in areas that
relate to one's chosen area of study, students
may realize that there are other aspects of the
medical field that they would rather go into.
In addition to the legal and ethical aspects of
the medical profession as discussed earlier

with the recommendation of PHI 376, there
are also administrative aspects of the medical profession which would require expertise
in accounting or a related field in business.
Pre-medical students can also gain a better
understanding of what goes into becoming
a physician through various internships or
through volunteering (e.g., with the Volunteer
Ambulance Corps), or even through medical
research.
Barnett commented on the fact that he
was an SBU student several years ago in
the Honors College. Like many freshman
students, he designated himself as pre-rmed.
However, after going through all the coursework, the requirements, as well as what he
now calls "the periphery courses," Barnett
described how he realized that medical
school was not for him. He described how,
for students, "There is a fine line between
ability and choice."
Every student ultimately needs to make a
decision as to whether they want to continue
through senior year as a pre-medical student,
or if other avenues are more fitting. Taking
courses "on the periphery" is one way that
one can truly test the waters out and know if
medical school is the way to go. "If it isn't
for you, that's fine," Barnett concluded.
"However, the knowledge you gain is another
branch on the tree," - something that will be
advantageous in the long run.
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Interested in CUNY's New Graduate School of Journalism?
Need an Internship in Broadcast News?
Want to be a Reporter for The New York Times?
Confused about Job Prospects in New Media? Get answers.
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The New York Times
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CUNY Graduate School
of Journalism and
The Office of
University Relations

Hofstra University offers you
a future of excellence.
* With more than 140 unique programs in five schools, Hofstra has a program
for you in:

* Hofstra is ranked 14th on The Princeton Reviews ranking of Americas Most

rZh

Connected Campuses.
0

Frank G. Zarb School of Business: M.B.A., M.S., Executive M.B.A. and

* A student-faculty ratio of 14 to 1.

advanced certificate programs

3

* New technologically-advanced facilities in Hagedorn Hall and C.V Starr, such as
School of Education and Allied Human Services: M.A., M.H.A., M.S.Ed.,
Ed.D. and advanced certificate programs
Hofstra College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: M.A., Au.D., Ph.D. and
advanced certificate programs

SMART BoardM interactive whiteboards and wireless locations.
* And our location, 25 miles from Manhattan, affords students a suburban
setting within an easy commute to the resources of New York City

School of Communication: M.A. in Speech Communication and Rhetorical Studies

For more information, or to arrange a campus tour:

New College: M.A. in Interdisciplinary Studies

Hofstra University Graduate Admissions
105 Memorial Hall

* With an outstanding, dedicated and accomplished faculty and state-of-the art
educational facilities, Hofstra's resources are among the finest in the country.

126 Hofstra University
Hempstead, NY 11549
Phone: 1-800-HOFSTRA, ext. 657
E-mail: graddean@hofstra.edu

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY.
HEMPSTEAD, NEW YORK

11549

0 WWW.HOFSTRA.EDU
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JUNK CARS WANTED.
Benefits American
Homeless Foundation. Free
Pick Up. Sometimes cash.
Contact Kenneth 516-9726217. www.homelesslandmodel.com.

WAITERS AND BARTENDERS NEEDED
immediately for a high
end catering personnel
company. Good pay.
Flexible hours. Will train.
Call 631-589-6999.
DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERY DRIVERS
AND INSIDE HELP
WANTED. Flexible hours,
great pay, need your own
car for delivery.
631-751-0330.

STONY BROOK HOME.
5 BR, 2.5 BA. S Section,
near USB. 516-808-5125.
Yuni. www.freewebs.com/
stonybrookhome.
Open House: Sunday,
11/13, 2-5 PM.
1987 LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL.
Excellent running condition.
$995.00 Negotiable. Call
631-351-4740.

APARTMENT FOR
RENT. Large studio
apartment for rent.
Smithtown. On Wooded

Acre, private entrance, top
floor. $775 + utilities.
Call Steven at
631-360-0940.

STUDIO/
APARTMENTS. Includes
electric, water and heat. In
the heart of Port Jeffern
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Interested in learning more about the

Journalism Minor expansion
,and plans for a

Journalism Major
at Stony Brook Univeruity?
Interestedstudents can attend one of two information sessions
about the programsand ask questions tofaculty and staff:

Thanks to the New York State Point and Insurance
Reduction Program, you can save on your New York
vehicle insurance premiums and reduce your violation
points by taking a National Safety Council Defensive
Driving Course.

Sessions will take place in the TV studio in the
Educational Communications Center

In just 6 hours you can:

(next to Javits Lecture Center)

Reduce your collision and lialbility insurance

---

Hosted by the Journalism Minor, Living Learning Centerfor Media (Douglass)
and the SBU SPJ Chapter

premiums by up to 10% for three years.
Receive up to a four (4)point reduction on

Job Opportunities in Mental Health Services

your NY driving record (may be taken every

-

18 months for point reductions).

Gain Valuable Work Experience Related to Your Career Goals

Sharpen your driving skills.

Flexible schedules, part time and full time positions
working in group homes.
+

For more information, or to locate a

Training Provided
Competitive Salary, Excellent Benefits

800.962.3434
and ask for extension x123.
class near you, call

0

ifor

Community Living, Inc.

202 East Main Street ' Smithtown, NY 11787

(631) 361-9020, ext. 133 or fax (631) 361-7087 EOE
Visit our website at optionscl.org
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Hanson Screens Documentary
BY RISA GOREN
Staff Writer

I must admit that I was less than excited to interview Hanson.
After all, there seemed to be better ways to spend my Sunday
afternoon than following around three brothers whose music
reminded me of my 8th grade Boston field trip and "MMMBop"
playing incessantly on my Sony Walkman. Yet, despite my lack
of enthusiasm, I hauled my way over to Tabler to view what has
affectionately been dubbed by our editorial staff, the "Hanson
Rockumentary."
Imagine my surprise to discover that these three young men,
Isaac, Taylor and Zac, were not only well spoken, but also interesting to listen to. They are seasoned veterans in the music industry,
having been together as a band for 13 years. Their responses were
well thought out and rehearsed when in public, and yet, I couldn't
help but notice how excited they became when confronted with a
genuine opinion or enthusiasm.Their documentary Strong Enough
to Break followed them through the difficult task of producing an
album and dealing with arecord label that didn't understand where
they were coming from. Although lengthy, it is hard to deny that
there is something touching hidden within the soap opera drama
of producing their record and the development of their own independent label 3CG (Three Car Garage) Records.
Particularly amusing was the clash of opinions between the
brothers and their image of what their music should sound like.
Statements such as: "Stab me in the heart, the song just died," and
"Can you pull the pickle out df your booty," serve as endearing reminders that these fairly successful brothers still deal with the small

stuff in the same manner that we all do in our everyday lives.
I couldn't help but feel that their documentary, relating the
struggles of making music in an industry corrupted by greed, was
a window into capitalism on a larger scale. Although hesitant to
take credit for this broader message, Taylor, 22, ran with it. "The
story unfolded as it unfolded. The story became more of a story,
just about making music and the struggle to get to the point about
making music," said Taylor. "It's very much connected by a bigger
message, but I think sometimes you have to start by telling a small
story, an intimate story. "Well said, if you ask me.
Just the fact that these guys took time out of their day to spend
20 minutes in an interview with this college reporter seems notable
in regards to their dedication in this business. The intimate nature
of their Q &A seemed indicative of a group who really recognizes
the importance of their fans. It's hard to deny that there is real
passion about what they do, as Zac enthusiastically describes
the music-making experience, and Hanson's role in the industry
as a whole. "Music has always been a part of leading the way to
revolution.. .we as fans of music need to send out the music and
keep it out," he said.
My experience viewing the documentary and interviewing
these three musicians was an enlightening one. I may not run home
to listen to my Hanson collection any time soon, but I can walk
away with a respect for three musicians who have worked to stay
afloat in an industry determined to capsize them. They will most
likely never reach the celebrity levels of their "MMMBop" days,
and their eyes tell me they know that. I can't help but feel that
their persistence despite their subtle celebrity makes them even
cooler. After all, isn't the music what it's all about?

My Day With Hanson
BY ELIZABETH SciscI
Staff Writer

The three exhausted Hanson brothers - and their company of
an on-road tour manager and an NYU film student - transferred
from their tour bus to a red Stony Brook-bound Astro van. While
Isaac, Taylor and Zac Hanson were rundown from their high speed
national college tour and tired from transferring from Boston to
Long Island overnight, I was done-in by early morning shopping
preparations and navigating the caravan that promptly got lost on
the Long Island Expressway.
It was an early Sunday morning for me. Dressed all in black,
lugging beverages and batteries to Cafe headquarters, I was more.
than nervous about the day's itinerary, meeting other members of
the production team and of course being in charge ofhospitality to
receive a band whose music I have known since the age of nine.
There was no need to worry. Everyone involved was well
primed for their roles, and more than happy to instruct me about
mine. Despite our late arrival to the Radisson Hotel to pick up
the band, the good nature and laid-back attitudes of the artists alleviated some of my nervousness. Feeling quite official with my
two-way radio and typed schedule, yet still nervous and harried by
the fact that the day was running a half hour behind, it was a relief
when the band finally sat down for their radio interview.
Hanson has come far from their "MMMBop" days. First with
their unique sound, which they define as rock with undertones of
R&B and gospel, they opened the market for singer-songwriters,
and made true musicianship popular again. John Mayer's career
was somewhat propelled by this recognition, as well as that of
Michelle Branch, who recorded vocals with the brothers. Most
would throw Hanson into that boy band category, dismissing
them as a passing fad that would hail fortune over performance.
But when I inquired as to the public's opinion of the band's debut
image as another bubblegum pop group, Isaac simply shrugged,
saying, "Unfortunately, it was just at the wrong time."
All three were so excited after their afternoon radio interview
at 90.1 WSBU. Isaac and Taylor showed just how business savvy
they had become through the production aspect of the music in-

dustry, excited that their interviewer was so opinionated and such
a refreshing reminder of what radio personalities used to be: fun,
entertaining, witty and not afraid to pass artistic judgment.
The brothers were very personable, not afraid at all to open up
to the production staff about their passions and ideas. Even as I
poked fun at their slight southern Oklahoma twang, they laughed
it off. All of them agree touring is difficult on their personal lives:
Zac being engaged; Taylor married; and Isaac having a long time
girlfriend, one he fondly describes as a "real southern girl." Their
biggest issue with touring is the constant rush. Often, they would
be hungry for long stretches of time and were obviously thankful
when we sat down to lunch in the lobby of the Tabler Arts Center.
Zac, with a great smile and comfortable disposition, joked about
the constant water and orange juice being offered to him all morning. "When they ask us which school kept us the most hydrated,
we will say 'Stony Brook,"' he said.Sibling rivalry is not an issue among them, and I got eyeball rolls when I asked about their
relationship as brothers. "We get asked that all the time," said
Taylor. "It's a band. We tour together, we play together, we eat
together-just like any otherband." Isaac, being the oldest of seven
children, also agrees that family is an important support system to
have when launching a career in the music business. Their siblings,
ranging from ages seven to seventeen, are excited about their
brothers' successes, attending shows whenever they can.
The rest of the day went smoothly, ending in a showing of
Hanson's documentary, and then a question and answer session
with roughly two hundred fans, all eager to question the brothers
about their marketability, the passion of their music, how they
have the tolerance to deal with the suits of the business and their
bravery in breaking away from convention. Hanson answered in a
coherent, articulate manner, polished by many years of interviews
and press attention. As we drove them to the Patchogue Theater,
the venue they were performing at that evening, something Taylor
said during the question and answer kept echoing in my mind- a
memorable idea that questions the validity and the strength of the
music industry as an upright and moral institution of society. "So
many people in this business don't belong in the positions they
are in. The music industry needs its artists back."
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From Top to Bottom- Isaac, Taylor and Zac
Hanson during their Question and Answer
session.. Photos courtesy of Jowy Romano.
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"Arcadia" is the place the Greeks thought of as an earthly paradise.
Paradise, unfortunately, was not reenacted in the QED's production of
Arcadia by Tom Stoppard.
Arcadia, by the sublime Stoppard (Shakespeare in Love, Rosencrantz and Guildensternare Dead, Travesties) is a mixture of two parts
romantic comedy, two parts academic mystery. Throw in a little chaos
theory, a dash of youthful romance and a litany of pithy lines and you
have Arcadia, or at least half of it.
Arcadiatells two stories, both about the aristocratic Coverly family
in their stately manor - Arcadia - in Derbyshire, England, over the
course of two hundred years. The more interesting Victorian plotline
focuses mainly on the intellectually playful relationship between the
precocious Thomasina Coverly and her erudite tutor, Septimus Hodge.
Septimus, though something of a rake, is sympathetic because gosh
darnnit, he's so dang smart. You can't help but love him for his witty
comebacks to the simpletons around him. When, it becomes apparent that he has slept with Charity Chater, and her husband challenges
Septimus to a duel, Mr. Chater "demands satisfaction." Septimus
responds, "Your wife demanded satisfaction as well. You can't quite
expect me to go around satisfying the needs of the Chater family all
day, can you?"
The second, less interesting modern plotline revolves around the
author Hannah Jarvis as she tries to discover the story of the mysterious
"hermit" who lived on the estate during the time of the Septimus/Thomasina story line. While researching, she is visited by the Victorian
scholar Bernard Nightingale as he tries to establish a link between the
poet Byron and the Arcadia estate.
This is QED's first production, and frankly, it shows. Arcadia is
not for the faint of heart. It's a difficult piece with multiple time lines,
difficult jumps in acting and technical speeches (read: metaphors) about
math that require emotive readings.
Many such lines are trampled over by the actors. There was so much
deadpan reading that I thought it might be open season on crockery. This
was especially true of John McWhorton, playing Bernard Nightingale,
who delivered most of his lines from the samte quick, self-satisfied
register. This was a sin that was shared in part (and to a lesser extent)
by many members of the cast. In one scene, Bernard has just made
some sort of funny, incredibly offensive remark, at which point Hannah
slaps him, and Bernard comes up with a snappy reply. This tete-a-tete
is delivered without an ounce of emotion - not a beat, not a raising
of the voice, not even much action. It is all at the same key of quick
pithy lines, given shortly and economically. Which leads us to some
directorial criticism. Where was the blocking? There were entire scenes
where there was so little action that I could almost close my eyes just
to catch the amazing wordplay supplied by Stoppard.
There were, however, some saving moments. The little playful
bits between the inquisitive Thomasina (Rachel Jablin) and Septimus
(Andrew Rein) were funny and endearing. The last scene, made bittersweet by the prolepsis of both Septimus' and Tomasinas' fate, is
touching and rings true.
Remember, this is Stoppard. So it can't be that bad. And for its
first attempt at mounting a production, QED pulled off some good
moments. You may want to wait on this one, or, if you want, there are
three copies of Arcadia in the library.
What: Arcadia by Tom Stoppard
Who: QED Productions
When: November 6-20
Where: 547 Greenwich Street, NYC
(two blocks south of Houston)
How: $15. Tickets at 212-352-3101 or
www.quedproductions.org/tickets
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BY

JEREMY FALLETTA
Copy Editor

Title: Giovanni's Room (169)
Author: James Baldwin
Published: 1956'

around each other.It was like holding in my
hand some rare, exhausted, nearly doomed
bird which I had miraculously happened to
find.

When he talks about his relationship with
Hella, his female fianc6, he uses terms of forced
Giovanni's Room is one of several novels affection. The sentences that he writes about her
by the late James Baldwin, one of the twentieth are very terse. At one point in the novel, he has a
century's most prolific American writers. While one-night stand with a girl named Sue. During the
Giovanni'sRoom is not his most famous work, it scene, he does not even feign romance or interest
is certainly an extremely poignant piece, includ- in her beyond the obvious purpose of his being
ing several definitively autobiographical aspects. at her house.
Baldwin was openly gay, and lived in France for a
good part of his life. The latter is true of his narraShe wore the strangest smile Ihad ever seen. It
tor, David, though the former is not (quite).
was pained and vindictive and humiliated, but
The entire novel spans a single evening, as
she inexpertly smeared across this grimace a
it opens and closes on David, at a windowsill
bright, girlish gaiety - as rigid as the skeleton
in a Paris apartment, remembering the last few
beneath her flabby body.
months of his life. Once the narrative begins to
David's true sexual identity is made very clear
flow, the reader is brought back to the windowsill
very rarely, allowing the story to develop without by the contrast in the language he uses to talk
introduction.
about men and women. He spends the majority
Giovanni'sRoom is not a very action-oriented of the novel's pages living with Giovanni (in his
story. It is about the musings of David as he tries room, hence the title), falling in love with him
to find his way in the world. In the opening pages, and hating himself for it. He is unable, even at
he says "[P]eople can't, unhappily, invent their the conclusion, to shake the feeling of "dirtiness"
mooring posts, their lovers and their friends, than being with a man brings him. He talks about
anymore than they can invent their parents. Life having a stable life and family one day in the
gives these and takes them away and the great future, but the impossibility of that happening is
difficulty is to say Yes to life." David's great dif- very obviously a foregone conclusion.
By the end, David has lost nearly everything
ficulty, in the novel, is to say Yes to his repressed
as a result of his indecision. Giovanni has been
homosexuality.
Growing up with a hyper-masculine father and executed for a murder he committed in the wake
a conservative Aunt, David is taught indirectly of David's desertion and Hella has fled back to
that being with men is not an option. As a rela- America after discovering David in a gay bar.
tively young teenager, he has his first homosexual He is left alone to grapple with his miasmic horencounter with a boy named Joey. The language rification at being a homosexual; there is no sense
he uses to describe this moment (and later, mo- of finality. David's problems are not solved, and
ments with Giovanni) is so emotional and vivid probably never will be.
This book was fairly depressing, but a lot
that it is very clear how David feels.
of good literature is. I'll be honest, I'm not into
Then, for the first time in my life, I was homosexual literature at all, but this book really
really
aware ofanotherperson s body, captured my attention. Pick it up - you won't be
of anotherperson v smell. We had our arms disappointed.
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Staller Movies:

BY RACHEL BROZINSKY
Staff Writer

Courtesy of Focus Features
BY DENISE YAZAK
Staff Writer

Poor Bill Murray has fallen into such an unfortunate role these days. The burnt
out psychologist with a crumbling marriage in The Royal Tennenbaums, the burnt out
actor with a crumbling marriage in Lost in Translation, the burnt out oceanographer
with a crumbling marriage in The Life Aquatic, and finally, Don, a burnt out lover in
Broken Flowers, who has just been given the boot by his currentgirl Sherry. Typecast
much?
Broken flowers has the sort same of bittersweet comedic tone of the other films
mentioned, though perhaps it's a little less lighthearted.
Beginning on such a blow to Don's ego, his pathetic and detached persona for the
rest of the film is established. Of course, characters ofthis nature have to be thrown into
some sort of zany adventure, which is exactly what a pink little envelope facilitates,
when it informs him of a 19-year-old son he may or may not be the father of.As soon as
Don's neighbor Winston (a Jack-of-all trades sort of guy, holding three jobs, a family,
and a penchant for amateur detective work) comes into the picture, things take off.
With the proper background and thorough investigation of the note, he makes
a list of four possible candidates of former lovers, plane tickets, and instructions to
give a bouquet of pink flowers to the women he catches up with (hence the name
of the movie).The quirky women of Don's past range from unfortunate to hilarious.
A NASCAR widow with a rather forward daughter, a straight laced realtor and her
husband living out the "American Dream" after a more liberal youth, an "animal
communicator" who's a bit on the flakey side, and a biker girl who's a bit on the
intimidating side.
Though funny, this film also says a lot about human relationships, or more importantly, the aftermath of them. The relatable feelings of reconciliation with one's
past, with oneself and, even if much later on, taking something from yesterday to
repair the present.

Low production doesn't always mean
low quality, even in cinema. Especially in
cinema, thanks to new computer technologies. The best example of this is Jonathan
Caouette's Tarnation, which was edited
with iMovies and had a final production
cost of $218. Worldwide, through ticket,
and DVD sales, it has grossed over half a
million dollars. It is the ultimate proof to
Hollywood that the best movie with the
biggest heart doesn't have to have the biggest budget.
Tarnation is Caouette's life story, but it
isn't presented that way. It's a documentary
told in the third person in such a way that
the audience forgets that it is seeing the
true story of a real human being and not
just some player giving an Oscar-worthy
performance.
The story is about Caouette's difficult
childhood and the transition to his more
stable adulthood and his mother's mental
illness.
Spending her life in and out of mental institutions, Renee, his mother, gives
Jonathan up to her parents. He is raised by
his grandmother, Rosemary, and grandfather, Adolph, in Houston, Texas. During
his youth and adolescence, he faces mental
problems of his own, namely depersonalization disorder.
When he is in his twenties, Jonathan
moves to New York to pursue his career
in acting. There he meets his boyfriend,
David, who becomes the one stable influence in Jonathan's life.
Tarnationis a mixture of images, video
clips and sounds from Caouette's life. Some
of them are disturbing and heart wrenching, while others are hopeful and inspiring.
Some are just funny. Regardless of what is
being presented, whether it is Renee going
through shock therapy or Renee frolicking
on a beach, it is portrayed with the utmost
honesty.
Watching Tarnation is like watching

performance art. At times it seems like the
images are random, but that's only if you're
not looking at the bigger picture. Despite
the bizarre nature of what you see, there is
always fluidity that carries the film from
one scene to the next.
The fluidity of Tarnation contributes
tremendously to the dream-like feeling
that Caouette achieves. This is greatly
reinforced by the music that Caouette has
selected to play over the images that he so
masterfully depicts. Shots full of fog and
pictures that fly around the screen in changing numbers and shapes take you to another
place. At the same time, it reminds you that
this movie was edited on Caouette's home
computer.
Some of the most amazing clips in the
movie are the ones of Caouette as a child
performing monologues to a home video
camera.
One is of him at age eleven playing an
abused housewife who killed her husband
and is on trial for his murder. Later, he is
seen as another character, Charelle, a near
psychotic dope addict.
It is jaw dropping how quickly one forgets that this is a pre-adolescent boy and not
a full-grown actor with years of training.
The movie ends with Jonathan's bathroom confessional. For the first time he
speaks directly and deliberately to the
camera. The level of intimacy here becomes
so intense it seems almost inappropriate to
hear what he has to say. But it is impossible
not to listen.
Ultimately, the film boils down to something very simple: the love that a son has
for his mother.
Throughout the movie, one thing remains constant the blatant affection and
unconditional love that Caouette displays
for his mother.
Tarnation has received worldwide recognition and acclaim. It is the winner of the
Best Documentary by the National Society
of Film Critics and has received Official
Selection at Sundance, Cannes, New York
and Toronto film festivals.
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BY ANDREW FET
Staff Writer
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Stony Brook Athletics has
a new date to mark down in
its history books: November
12, 2005.
Just hours after the Seawolves men's football team
downed Central Connecticut
for a share of the NEC title,
1,052 excited fans arrived to
see the No. 1 ranked Seawolves
men's soccer team continue
the day's trend by defeating
their rival, No. 3 Binghamton,
in a penalty kick shootout, to
become the American East
Conference champions for
the first time in Stony Brook
history.
Stony Brook came out fierce
and relentless with an offensive
minded 3-5-2 formation that
stirred up the Bearcats' midfield. The Bearcats were slow
to adapt to the quick attacks of.
the home team, but after the
first 15 minutes their compact
4-4-2 formation began to effectively counter the looser
formation of the home team.
The counter attacks paid
off for the Bearcats in the 20th
minute when Adam Chavez's
free kick met with Kyle Antos'
header, netting the first goal of
the game. From this point on,
the Bearcats totally dominated
play as the home team seemed
suddenly tired. The Bearcats
hit the Seawolves' sidebar
twice, with shots from over
20 yards by Antos and Peter
Sgueglia. For the next hour
the Seawolves were unable
to respond in kind. Scoring
attempts involved quick longballs, that were intercepted,
and other shots that were more
than 25 yards out.
Stony Brook was able to
maintain possession for most
of the second period, though
the Bear cats still had better
odds of scoring via their counterattack.
All seemed lost, but with
four minutes left in regulation the Bearcats fouled up
near their box, allowing the
Seawolves a goal to knot the
game at 1-1. Michael Palacio's

low free kick was deflected
into Chris Megaloudis's path
were it was launched from ten
yards to find the right corner
of goal.
The end of regulation saw
the Seawolves and their fans in
high spirits. Going into the first
overtime period, Stony Brook
was in control, dominating the
play. The Bearcats took over
in the second, although the
Seawolves kept them at bay,
pushing the game into a PK
shoot-out.
Binghamton's Antos missed
his kick, putting the Bearcats
behind 3-2. Stony Brook's
E.J. Xikis, deputizing for usual
starting keeper John Moschella, became a hero, denying the, Bearcat's fourth PK,
taken by Ibrahim Yusif. Chris
Scarpati made Stony Brook's
fourth and final kick, closing
out Binghamton with a score
of 4-2, netting the victory for
the Seawolves and earning
them a bid to the NCAA College Cup.
The celebrations and award
ceremony were quite the sight.
Most notable were the Stony
Brook swimmers who ran onto
the pitch to celebrate, wearing
only their trunks. The award
ceremony saw the Seawolves'
Douglas Narvaez pick up the
award for the tournament's
Most Outstanding Performer.
Narvaez, of course, was also
named as part of the All-Championship team along with the
Seawolves' Rob Fucci, Palacio,
and Megaloudis.
Xikis described his gamewinning penalty save as "the
greatest feeling ever." 'I knew
we'd win it, I had the feeling,"~
he said. He also has hopes for
his team in the College Cup,
saying "we' re going to do damage in the tournament."
Megaloudis, another Stony
Brook hero, said of his work, "I
just felt great. We deserved that
goal. We were the better team."
When asked about his recent
heroics, he said "Two goals in
the two most important game,
it's a great feeling."
Scarpati, the scorer of the
winning penalty, said of the

Aunip armater/tatesman

Stony Brook's No. 9 Chris Megaloudis, a senior, found the back of the goal with just 4 minutes left in regulation,
sending the game into overtime and ultimately allowing Stony Brook its first America East title.

game, "It's like a fairytale ending." "I just went up there and
did it." He then echoed Xikis,
saying "We're going to make
some noise in the NCAA."
Coach Cesar Markovic also
received a lot of credit for the
victory. In only his second sea-

son coaching the Stony Brook
men's soccer team, the results
are amazing. "We had incredibly contrasting styles," he said,
with reference to Binghamton's
defensive counterattack strategy. "We tried to impose our
will on them." Describing the

victory in one word, he gave an
emphatic "Fantastic!"
Having the conference title
under their belts, the Seawolves
will now advance to the NCAA
College Cup with an air of
confidence that is hard-earned
and well-deserved.
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Football Defeats
CC SDfor Share in
NEC Championship

Adhip Karmaker/Statesman

Stony Brook's No. 32 Assad Hafiz, a junior, runs the ball up to the 16 yard line. The Seawolves went on to
end the game at 23-21, scoring the final touchdown with just over 40 seconds left on the clock.

BY

JON WALTER

Staff Writer

The Stony Brook Seawolves
lifted themselves to victory in
the last minute of their game
against Central Connecticut
yesterday, winning 23-21, and
tied their opponent for a share
of their first ever North East
Conference Championship.
The game also marked the last
home game for Stony Brook's
Sam Kornhauser, who is retiring after 22 years as the team's
head coach.
Down by four points with
3:38 left in the game, quarterback Josh Dudash led a ten-play,
96-yard touchdown drive, which
included a 48-yard pass to Josh

Anderson. "After Anderson
made that big play I was like
'Ok, we got a shot,"' Kornhauser said.
The final touchdown, which
put Stony Brook ahead for the
victory, came on a 10-yard
fade pass to Lynell Suggs, who
made an impressive grab from
between two defensemen.
"I wish it would have happened 21 years ago," Kornhauser said. "I've worked all my
life for this day. I told the kids
they've worked all their lives for
this day too."
Stony Brook worked hard in
the first half for their ten points.
Their first touchdown came on
a three-yard run by Rod Williams in the closing minutes of,

the 1st quarter, and Matt Weeks
kicked a 21-yarder through the
uprights for three points just before the end of the half. Instead
of heading into the locker room
leading by ten, however,,Stony
Brook's lead was cut to three.
On the first play of their drive,
following Stony Brook's field
goal, Central Connecticut's Josh
Roth caught a pass from quarterback Aubrey Norris and dodged
Stony Brook defenders to score
a 67-yard touchdown.
The Seawolves experienced
more setbacks in the 3rd quarter, when Assad Haffiz fumbled
the ball near the edge of the
field in the midst of a 62-yard
drive. Connecticut's Anthony
Wilsor thenscooped up the ball

M..

and ran it back 77-yards for a
touchdown, giving Connecticut
a 14-10 lead.
Mistakes came from the Connecticut side next time, when a
Stony Brook punt deflected off
Wilson and into the possession
of Seawolf Dan Michitsch, who
recovered the ball at Connecticut's one-yard line. Dudash got
the touchdown on a one-yard
keep, putting Stony Brook back
on top 17-14.
The lead exchanged hands
for the 3rd time when, on a
74-yard drive midway through
the 4th quarter, Norris made a
seven-yard touchdown pass to
Steve Bergeski to put Connecticut back on top. Stony Brook
would come out on top after a

0
seesaw exchange of scoring, in
which the lead changed hands
0
four times.
For Stony Brook, Dudash 0
completed 22 passes on 31
attempts for 241 yards and a 0
touchdown. Rod Williams ran
for 100 yards on 25 carries. Anderson caught eight receptions
for 115 yards.
Connecticut's Norris threw
10 complete passes on 17 attempts for 151 yards and two
touchdowns. Josh Roth caught 0
0
the ball three times for 94 yards
CD
and one touchdown.
Stony Brook closes out its
season next week with an away
game against Marist in non-conference play. The game begins
at 1 PM.
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